In Home Furniture Delivery (See map, below)
Please read this carefully so you understand your options. In home delivery is the preferred method of delivery for the home owner.
However, it is important that you are fully informed about their services.
In home delivery is the same as fine furniture, or white glove, delivery. Loads are "built" by volume going to an area and this
influences delivery times. In Home Delivery is available east of the Mississippi River and in some larger cities close to that
boundary line.* This service will place the table in any room in your home and is provided at no additional charge to you.



Set up is not available for home model, single body cabinets (Worthington, Elite, Classic and Sport)
Set up is available for T3000 models which are split body cabinets, for $75 - all of it goes to the set up people

Dates on the map are average delivery days; they are not guaranteed. Delivery days means the trucks make deliveries based on the
average number of days that you see in each state; for example, a truck is in Wisconsin approximately every 14 days.



Maine - Outside of the city of Portland: 6-8 weeks
Not available west of the Mississippi except:
o Minneapolis-St. Paul
o St. Louis
o New Orleans
o Texas – I-35 Corridor: Dallas, Austin, San Antonio, Houston

*Rural areas in any state can add additional time to delivery times. The further out you live, the longer it takes to arrange
for delivery.
If for some reason after in home delivery is arranged they cannot meet your requirements, we will contact you. Common carrier
delivery is curbside and requires assistance from the customer and if a lift gate is required, additional fees will apply. “Inside
Delivery” through a common carrier means leaving the goods in a garage or at the door, and extra fees apply and vary by carrier.
We do not guaranteed delivery times. In Home Furniture Delivery service is provided by an independent delivery firm and they
control their schedules. The times given are approximate. Weather delays can impact delivery times.

